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WEB FEATURE

LOVING -- AND LEAVING -- SHERMAN PARK
BY GEORGIA PABST
A journalist reflects on the 13 years she spent living in the integrated neighborhood and explains why she left.

BREW CITY

WHY YOU SHOULD VISIT THE NEW URBAN HARVEST BREWING
BY DAN MURPHY
From the tap beer list to the extras, this Fifth Street craft operation has the goods, even as the market continues to welcome new breweries.

THE DAILY MIL

SEPTEMBER ISSUE PREVIEW
BY CAROLE NICKIN
Milwaukee Magazine’s editor previews the Father Tim Kitzke feature and other highlights on “The Morning Blend.”
GO FOR BAROQUE: OPULENCE AND EXCESS AT THE RAM

FOOD NETWORK STARS COMING TO MKE

WIN A PICNIC FOR TWO AT JAZZ IN THE PARK COMPLETE WITH WINE!

CURRENT ISSUE

FEATURES

Top Doctors
BY MAGGIE GINSBERG
Your guide to the area’s best physicians - in 59 specialties - as chosen by their peers. Need help finding the right doc to fit your needs? We’ve got strategies to help you out.

Breaking Away
BY MITCH TEICH
Motivated by a desire for religious freedom, nine former members of an obscure Anabaptist sect called the Hutterites build a new life in northern Wisconsin.

The New Crop
BY ERIK GUNN
In Wisconsin farming, it’s go huge or go tiny, without much in between. Meet several folks who represent the changing face of agriculture in our state.
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